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Bishop Ketteler and Ferdinand Lassalle
by Franklin A. WALKER, P h.D.
Loyola University, Chicago
When Ferdinand Lassalle, during a triumphant speaking tour in 1864, cited
the support of Bishop Wilhelm Emmanuel von Ketteler of Mainz, both Roman
Catholics and socialists were startled, and many were shocked. It was difficult to
see in the same c a mp t h e promoter of a democratic, socialist revolution, and
Germany’ s most prominent “ ultramontane” clergyman. But there was a similarity
in attitude between the brilliant agitator from the Jewish middle class and the
pious divine from the Catholic aristocracy. The question whether the LassalleKetteler combination represented a sincere merging ofviews in face of a new social
situation, or a selfish and hypocritical manoeuvre on the part of two political
manipulators puzzled contemporaries and has provided an inviting subject for
historical speculation.
Students ofLassalle have described his references to Ketteler as demagogery.1
Georges Brandes, an early biographer, was revol t e d a t the scene of Lassalle
attributing to the bishop a saintly reputation. “ It was ... hardly worthy of
Lassalle,” Brandes wrote, “ to appeal to the innocent confidence of the ignorant
mob, who were thereby induced to regard as a saint the well-paid Bishop, who in
after years defended the syllabus and championed the Obscurantist party.”2 The
Jesuit Father P fülf, in his detailed study ofKetteler’ s life, has shown that not only
did socialists ridicule the Lassalle-Ketteler association, but both non-Catholic
and Catholic opponents of Lassalle protested against the bishop ever having
expressed himself in a way which they felt had intensified class animosity.3
The English historian, W. H. Dawson, wrote that Lassalle “ undoubtedly had
right on his side in claiming Bishop von Ketteler as a convert,”4 but an intimate
witness of the German socialist movement, Bernhard Becker, described Ketteler’ s
“ The Working Class Question and Christianity,” fromwhich Lassalle had quoted,
as “ a Jesuitical piece of work,” which gave apparent support to Lassalle but had
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the objective only ofincreasing the authority of the clergy.5 The Marxist historian,
Franz M e h r i ng, believed that Bishop Ketteler had borrowed from Lassalle’ s
polemics in order to annoy the bourgeoisie, while at the same time the cleric had
maintained the divin e o r igin of property in order to quash the emancipation
struggle in which the proletariat was then engaged.6
Even modern studies have pointed to Ketteler’ s hatred of liber a l i s m as
explaining his readiness to praise Lassalle, who for quite different reasons than the
bishop flayed the liberal bourgeoisie. The German scholar Grebe has explained
how Ketteler, seeing liberalism as hostile to the church, delighted in reading
Lassalle’ s attacks on the liberal parties.7 The American Father Hogan wrote that
Ketteler’ s “ joy at having found another partner against liberalismblinded him for
a time to the fact that socialismwas the offspring of liberalism.”8 Moreover, Hogan
added, Ketteler had adopted a weak part of Lassalle’ s theory – “ the iron law of
wages” – a proposition which the facts of industrial and social life had already
disproved by the middle of the last century.9 Fritz Vige n e r , i n his scholarly
analysis ofKetteler’ s career, cannot find evidence to show that the bishop should
even be classified as a “ social thinker.” Slow in realizing the condition of the
industrial proletariat, the Mainz cleric adopted some of Lassalle’ s phraseology
rather for political reasons than because ofsocial interest. Ketteler offered the old
Christian caritas solution to the social problem to divert Catholic workers from
both liberalism and socialism.10
Whatever the paradoxes in the mutual praise of the socialist and the divine,
and whatever their inadequacies as economic theoreticians, there is no
questioning the i mp o r t a n ce of Lassalle as the chief inspiration and leading
organizer of a mass socialist movement in Germany,11 nor of Ketteler as the chief
spokesman ofGerman Catholicism. Neither original nor profound, Bishop Ketteler
yet proclaimed to all Germany the concern of the Catholic Churc h w i t h t he
industrial proletariat. His borrowing concepts from Lassalle meant the spread of
advanced social notions among German Catholi c s . The Lassalle-Ketteler
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agreement, while far from complete, marked a significant turning-point in German
history.12
The Ketteler pamphlet which Lassalle had cite d , “ The Working Class
Question and Christianit y ,” was published early in 1864. Here Ketteler had
asserted Lassalle’ s position that under the present working of free-enterprise
capitalism, the working class was impoverished.13 The pamphlet allowed Lassalle
to proclaim at Ronsdorf on May 22 nd, 1864, that the bishop “ has pronounced
himself in favor of all my economic propositions and these i n r e g ards to the
P rogressists!”14 Lassalle exaggerated the extent of Ketteler’ s support, but it was
true that in the controversy between Lassalle and liberal P rogressist “ self-help”
theorists, such as Hermann Schulze-Delitzsch, the bishop in the main took the
side of Lassalle.
So close were the views of the two men, Lassalle in his Ronsdorf address
quoted a number of paragraphs from the bishop’ s pamphlet, including th i s
presentation of the “ iron law”:
The material existence of the working class, the providin g o f all necessary needs
of l i fe fo r the worker and for his family rests, with so few exceptions that they
c annot alter this rule, on the wages of the worker, and in our time the wages o f t h e
work e r are determined according to the needs of life in the strictest sense, that is
according to what i s n e cessarily indispensable for man in nourishment, clothing and
habitation if his physical existence is not t o be annihilated. The truth of this
propositio n h a s through the well-known controversy between Lassalle and his
opponents been made so evident that only the intention to deceiv e t h e p e o ple can
dispute it. In this lies, as it is ma i n t a i n e d with complete justice, the whole working
class question; on the o n e h and the need of the worker, on the other hand the
touchstone for the value of all proposals to aid the working class. 15

Ketteler’ s picture of the de-humanising effect of the ir on law of wages is
similar to that which can be read in an y o f t h e great socialist writers of the
nineteenth century, including Marx as well as Lassalle.16 The common source, of
course, is the “ classical economics” of writers such as Ricardo. The condition of
the working man is determined by his wages, Ketteler repeated, but his wages are
a commodity, the price of which is declared daily by supply and demand. In this
mechanical world of exchange, even the most essential needs of a man sometimes
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cannot be covered by the price of his labor.17
If there is a novel twist to this argument, it is the portrayal of the spirit of
liberalis m a s t h e cause of man becoming the victim of the modern capitalist
market-place. “ This is the slave-market of our liberal Europe,” Ketteler protested,
“ formed according to the pattern of our humane, enlightened anti-Christian
liberalism and Freemasonry.”18 In a sweepi ng and inexact generalisation, he
attributed the forcing down of wages to capitalist competition and the principle
offree trade, which he charged all liberals professed, from the National Liberals to
the P rogressists, from the great capitalists to the rationalistic professors.19 The
bishop’ s description of the proletarianisation of formerly independent workers
and producers, of the concentration of capital in the hands of a few who used
machinery only to cut costs and increase profits at the expense of the workers 20
was common-place in socialist writings; one meets it in a much more scholarly
guise in Marx’ s 1867 Das Capital.
Ketteler agreed with Lassalle that under capitalismthe workers were too poor
to benefit from co-operative associations which they themselves coul d form.21
L a ssalle was right in his criticism of the liberals, but on the other hand h i s
opponents were right in some of their criticisms of the socialist.22 Unrestricted
capitalism should give way to a society where workers had a share in profits. A
form of co-operative associations was desirable, the bishop held, but he rejected
the role which Lassalle had given to the state; the government did not have the
right to violate the sacredness ofprivate property, the rich could not be compelled
through taxation to support workers’ associations.23 The solution Ketteler saw
in adhere n c e to the Christian spirit on the part of the poor and the rich.24
Specifically, wealthy capitalists should aid working men to establish co-operative
factories, which Ketteler called “ productive associations.”25
In appealing to the bishop before Catholics in Ronsdorf, Lassalle was not
overly scrupulous in his political methods. Certainly the ecclesias t i c h ad
employed language like that of the agitator in his attacks on capitalism, and it is
hardly surprising that L a s s alle would use what ammunition he could in his
campaign to win working men away from the new and popular P rogressists. But
Ketteler was no socialist, nor even a democrat, and in almost all subjects which
most divide men, Bishop Ketteler and Ferdinand Lassalle were opposed. This did
not prevent Lassalle from making use of the Bishop’ s name whenever he could –
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at Ronsdorf, in an appeal on his conviction for treason,26 or in that curious episode
sh o r t l y before his fatal 1864 duel when he proposed to allow the bishop to
baptise him in the Catholic faith as a means of making the parents of the girl for
whomLassalle pined more favorable to his marriage, the lover not having troubled
to learn that the young lady was a P rotestant.27
There is no mystery about Lassalle’ s utilisation of Ketteler's name, for the
bishop had publicly agreed with him. It is well known, moreover, that Lassalle
had entered into negotiations with Bismarck and at the above-mentioned Ronsdorf
address had with little justification claimed the support of the King of P russia.
But what can be said about Ketteler’ s invocation ofLassalle, or indeed about the
bishop’ s entry into the polemics of the social question?
It seems to me that here the bishop’ s critics, anxious to dispel the myth of his
apologists that Ketteler was a significant “ path-finder” in social matters, have
inclined to treat the Mainz cleric with undue severity. To say that Ketteler praised
Lassalle only to further the interests ofthe church at the expense of liberalism and
of socialism and that he was not interested in the condition of the working man as
such is to miss the point. Ketteler’ s belief in the mission of the church was such
that he thought there was an identification between the progress ofthe church and
the welfare of the proletariat. Ofcourse he wished to help destroy both socialism
and liberalism, and hoped his pamphlet would further these desirable goals; for
him either socialism or liberalism meant at once an attack on the church and the
enslavement of man. “ The Working Class Question and Christianity” concerned
itself more with the evils of liberalism than with socialism, b u t Ketteler saw
liberalism as an immediate enemy, while socialismwas a hypothetical danger much
more remote than the social ills so apparent to almost all observers. Nor was the
1864 pamphlet Ketteler’ s first examination of social problems.
As a young priest and a delegate to the National Assembly in 1848 Ketteler
raised the social question. His addresses were given not at the assembly itself, but
in sermons and at meetings of the Catholic Union. Historians have disagreed as
to the importance of Ketteler’ s remarks. An American apologist, Laux, described
the priest’ s speech on the social question at the Catholic Union on October 4th,
1848, as a “ landmark ... in the history of the Catholic Church and of Catholic
social reform work,”28 when he “ opened up before the astonished gaze of his
hearers the outlook of a vast and practical l y u n explored region – the social
question.”29 According to Laux, Ketteler was “ the first to draw the attention ofthe
Catholic world to the supreme importance of the social question and to the only
means of solving it.”30
The more scholarly Vigener, however, points out that Ketteler had no real
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awareness ofthe position ofthe industrial laborer nor any appreciation of the role
which the modern state could play in social matters. Ketteler was no innovator,
he had no acquaintance with the writings of the Catholic Saint-Simonians nor the
social school of French demo c r a c y; he was not acquainted with the English
working class movement nor had he read German social-political literature of1848
and earlier.31 Father Hogan agrees tha t Ketteler still had no concept of the
condition of the industrial proletariat and that he was not unique in raising the
social question.32 On the other hand, Bachem, the historian of the Center party,
feels that Ketteler’ s speeches were ofgreat importance. When read today his views
seem well worn, but he offered much that was new to the Catholics of 1848 in his
handling ofsocial problems “ with penetrating theological principles on the basis
of the Christian moral law.”33
Ketteler in 1848 had yet to study the effect of large-scale capitalism on the
condition ofthe working class, but his addresses were of significance not for their
unusual insight but from the sincere enthusiasm with which the preacher called
attention to the cause of the poor and to the role that the church must play in
alleviating their condition.34 As parish priest of Hopsten he had frequently
discussed the problemofpoverty, pointing out the love of Christ for the poor and
urging the o b l i g ation of the rich to assist them.35 All of Ketteler’ s speeches,
actions and writings, as Bachemtruly notes, show a warm, human sympathy for the
working class.36
To consider his social addresses and writings from the point of view oftheir
hardly remarkable content or oftheir relationship to church-state problems would
give one a distorted picture of the churchman’ s character. Before he realized the
political, social and religious significance of the industrial proletariat, his heart
as a Christian pastor went out to the poor. This was not a matter of words, for as
chaplain, pastor and bishop he devoted much of his energy to the active work of
charity – from the establishing of charitable institutions to visiting the poor and
to seeing personally that poor children were adequately fed and clothed.37
His concern for the poor was not a momentary enthusiasm of a young pastor
nor the expediency of a crafty ecclesiasti c in 1864 to counter Lasalle’ s
propaganda. Ketteler until his death in 1877 consistently returned to the social
question, regretting the great division between rich and poor, which he saw as a
wound in society to be healed by the application of Christian principles.38 He was
31
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not so naïve as to suppose that the “ Christian solution” would br i ng about
Utopia. “ We do not maintain,” he wrote in his first message to his diocese, “ that
in religion one has the means to dry all tears, to heal all bodily wounds, to banish
sickness and suffering. Rather, we do know that for us the world is a place ofexile,
a valley of tears, a laborious path to a better homeland.”39 But this was no pious
excuse for failure to act. The new bishop promised to work for the spiritual and
bodily good of all; everyone, no matter how lowly, was a child of God.40
The application of Christian principles involved not merely charity, but the
reorganization of society on a corporative basis.41 Influenced both by Aquinas’ s
notions of private property and by the medieval guilds, and suspicious of the
centralised state, Ketteler never gave up hope that Christian capitalists would
establish the productive associations which he had discussed in his famous 1864
pamphlet.42 No such associations, however, were formed, the bishop having little
time to put into practice what was very probably a fanciful scheme.43 Indeed with
all his interest in productive associations, Ketteler did not feel it was the church
itself which should establish them, but rather capitalists and working men should
found the associations; the foun d e rs would be motivated by the Christian
principles which the cleric had tried to elucidate.44
Des p i t e the prominent role which the social question played in Bishop
Ketteler’ s pro n o u n c e me nts, he was much more than a “ social” or even a
“ political” clergyman. His pastoral letters constantly emphasized the sacramental
life of the church and the importance of religious duties.45 He spoke and wrote
frequently on the school question, defending the cause of the church in the field
of education,46 and he p l ayed a leading role during the Kulturkampf.47 But
Ketteler was a vigorous apologist of the church prior to the Kulturkampf.
Nothing touching religion escaped his attention, as can be seen in the example of
a skilful pamphlet which he penned in 1868 against an anti-Jesuit play. Ably
defending the history of the church in Germany,48 he conclu d e d by accusing
anti-Catholic liberals of a “ pseudo-tolerance,” which at its roots was intolerant.
“ Modern” tolerance, he wrote, allowed religious convictions only when no one
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had any more religious convictions.49
An effective preacher and pamphleteer, Ketteler was in no sense a creative
theologian and had no remarkable appreciation of intellectual currents. His early
religious inclinations were influenced by Fénelon and de Maistre,50 and by the
German Görres’ s romantic account of church heroes,51 but neither as a theological
student in Munich nor as a priest and bishop did his theology go much beyond
an insistence on the role of the church and the hierarchical notion of authority in
the church.52 Ketteler spoke frequently of“ freedom,” which he pictured as the most
lofty of concepts, since the power of the word came from the deepest, innermost
needs of the human soul.53 There was nothing new or profound in his argument,
but he was always clea r a n d persuasive in his style. The freedom in man, he
maintained, represented man’ s s hare in the divinity; this freedom involved a
c h o ice of means towards happiness, was limited by man’ s nature and wa s
connected with the obligation to follow God’ s will 54
As a matter of practical policy, freedom meant the freedom of the church to
operate unmolested by the modern state. Ketteler saw the enemies offreedomboth
in the bureaucracy o f t he pre-1848 “ wretched police states,”55 and in the
liberalism which would utilise the modern state for purely secular interests.56 He
opposed man’ s “ sovereign spirit” to the “ sovereign state,”57 and upheld the
right of each religious group to establish its own system of schools in accordance
with the religious convictions of the parents.58
Ketteler had been a delegate to the National Assembly in 1848 and was to sit
as a Center party deputy in Bismarck’ s Reich, but since he was consistently a
cleric rather than a politician, he cannot be classified as adherin g to any one
political position. He was, as might be expected from his aristocratic background
and his church policies, much more conservative than liberal. Like many German
Catholics, he had welcomed the 1848 revolution as an attack on the bureaucracy
which both in the Catholic and in the P rotestant Germanies had, Catholics felt,
oppressed the Catholic church. At first Ket t e ler sat on the extreme left in the
assembly, but when he became aware ofthe democratic aims ofthe left, he switched
to the right.59 In 1848 as in 1871 Ketteler strove for the political union of all
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Catholics as a means of maintaining the freedom of the church. When in 1871 he
defended the right ofthe individual against “ liberal centralisation,” he wrote not
as a political theorist but as a Catholic prelate with very real fears concerning the
church in the modern world.60
In opposition to liberalism and in concern for the w o rking man, Bishop
Ketteler resembled Lassalle, but they were apart in their philosophies of history,
in their views on the nature of freedom and in their concept of the state. Scholars
like Savigny and Raumer had influenced the young Ketteler at university,61 while
Rousseau, Robespierre,62 Heine, Borne and the young Hegelians, such as
Feuerbach, gave direction to Lassalle.63 The imprint of Hegel’ s concept of the
movement of history and the role of the state in assuring man’ s freedom was very
marked in Lassalle, who developed his Hegelianismto see an eventual communist
state.64 Lassalle rejoiced in the victory of humanism over scholasticism and in that
aspect of the Reformation which offered defiance to the pope; Lassalle supported
the cause of the peasants, and would have liked to have seen a successful
revolution against the princes.65 The revolutionary spirit of modern nationalism
similarly met with his approval, to the extent that he was willing in the interests
ofItalian unity to support even Emperor Napoleon III against Austria.66 Quite out
of sympathy with the pope, Lassalle attacked Austria as the u p h o l d e r of
Catholicism in a way which fitted in well with the common trend of nineteenth
century anti-clerical propaganda.67 Ketteler, on the other hand, objected to the
“ revolutionary spirit” ofthe age and warmly defended the interests of the papacy,
including its Italian temporal possessions.68
It would be misleading to consider only the similarities in the antibourgeois,
anti-liberal tirades ofthe two polemicists.69 It is more instructive in understanding
the wide gap between the two men to contrast Lassalle’ s passionate demands in
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the Saint-Simonian tradition for the emancipation of women with the bishop’ s
insistence that the place for the female who was not a nun was as a housewife, at
home, raising a large family.70 Both men hated free enterprise capitalism and the
predominance of the liberal politicians, but the bishop took care to point out he
did not support the establishment ofsocialismthrough a social democratic party.71
Bishop Ketteler’ s statements on the social question, however, stimulated the
Ger ma n c l e r gy to consider social problems and also gave impetus to the
organisation of Catholic trade unions.72 In 1869 Marx told Engels of his worry
that German priests, influenced by Ketteler, re weakening the position of Marxists
who were agitating among Catholic workers.73 Ketteler’ s influence indeed became
world-wide, as can be seen in his at least indirect influence on P ope Leo XIII's
1891 Rerum Novarum.74
Through Ketteler the great G e r man Center party developed a social
conscience and among at least its more progressive members an appreciation ofthe
ideals if not an agreement with the aims of social democracy. The Center party
balked at Bismarck’ s anti-socialist laws, but supported social legislation, and in
the Weimar Republic, Catholic statesmen co-operated with Social Democrats to
maintain, however briefly, a democratic Germany. Knowing with the benefit of
hindsight the terrible fate of the Weimar Republic, we might wish that men like
Lassalle and Ketreler had been less vehement in their denunciation of the liberals.
The bishop of Mainz failed to see the positive aspects of liberalism. He must
join that unfortunately large group of intellectuals who in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries helped to weaken Germany’ s appreciation ofliberal ideas and
thus contributed to the movement to a fiendishly inhuman totalitarianism. But
Ketteler would probably have bee n as horrified and disgusted with the Nazi
movement as any liberal. More to his liking would have been the present coalition
between the Christian Democrats and Social Democrats. Ifhis attacks on liberalism
helped in a small way to prepare the path to the hideousness ofthe Nazi party, his
support of the cause of the workingman and his praise of Lassalle more certainly
contributed to the contemporary association ofChristian and socialist democracy.
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